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Opening Remarks
So often roof tops are out of sight, out of mind.
Despite our efforts to grow sustainably, we have to recognize that development and growth creates unavoidable impacts to our watersheds, rivers, air, and livability
It’s our challenge to adapt and take every opportunity possible to create ways to mitigate these impacts
Ecoroofs do just that. They create multiple benefits for cities on rooftops that are most often under-used spaces. In essence, ecoroofs take advantage of an untapped resource. 
As a city government, our policies are effective and having a functional and visual impact to our watersheds, rivers, skyline
The Grey to Green Initiative allowed us to boost our funding of these projects. 
But our presentation today is not an update on the BES program. We’re here to share some information about the industry and  professionals responsible for designing, installing, and maintaining these projects. 
We see a number of factors that indicate a tipping point is happening.
So today we’ll provide some insight into these factors and where we think we’re headed. 



Ecoroof Program Elements
Ecoroof Incentive
•

 
All approved projects on private property eligible up 
to $5 / ft²

•
 

Funds available twice annually through 2013

Technical Development
•

 
Ecoroof Handbook, Ecoroof Plant Report

•
 

Cost Benefit Evaluation of Ecoroofs
•

 
Ecoroof Resource List
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Presentation Notes
First, I want to give you an overview of the BES Ecoroof Program, and remind you how our program works

Ecoroof Incentive
Our implementation arm
All approved projects on private property eligible for $5 / ft²
We offer it twice annually - we’ve offered 5 cycles, just completed our first 2-year cycle

Technical Development
Our technical staff and resources are responsible for developing and adapting tools so that Portlanders have the most up to date information. 
Ecoroof Handbook, Ecoroof Plant Report
Cost Benefit Evaluation of Ecoroofs
Ecoroof Resource List




Outreach and Education
•

 
Technical Seminars –

 
nearly 500 attendees since 2008

•
 

Vendor Fair –
 

60 vendors and 550 attendees in 2010 
•

 
Ecoroof Blog –

 
over 30,000 hits in its first year

Research and Monitoring
•

 
BES, PSU, OSU

Ecoroof Program Elements
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Outreach and Education
Our efforts in outreach and education are intended to increase the awareness and - hopefully - the number of Portlanders interested in getting an ecoroof - or a career in the ecoroof industry
Vendor Fair, Ecoroof Seminars, Workshops – great attendance
Ecoroof Blog – over 30,000 hits in its first year – 10,000 in feb

Research and Monitoring
BES, PSU, OSU - Stormwater, Water Quality, Energy, PV, Habitat and Biodiversity





Prioritizing Social Equity and Diversity
•

 
We are reaching out to all communities to increase 
opportunity and access to these resources

•
 

Ecoroof Construction contract –
 

afforded 30/100 points 
for diversity; equal to applicant’s project approach

•
 

Intended to grow opportunities for professional 
development in target communities 

Ecoroof Program Elements
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Social Equity/Diversity
We are reaching out to all communities to increase opportunity and access to these resources
Ecoroof Construction contract awarded last fall afforded 30/100 points for diversity in the proposal review; equal to applicant’s project approach
Intended to grow opportunities for professional development in target communities

So, as a program we are doing a great deal to not only get ecoroofs built, but to offer support and resources to the industry that’s needed to increase their future use






Ecoroof Industry
Sophisticated 
•

 
Beyond pioneering 

•
 

Competitive marketplace –
 

prices coming down
•

 
At least 3 business partnerships now offer the full package 
from design  installation 

Robust
•

 
Over 100 local or regional companies/firms on the Ecoroof 
Resource List

Dynamic
•

 
Green Roof Industry Think-tank
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However, our program is only a part of the process. To reach our goals for Grey to Green and beyond, we must rely on the professionals in the ecoroof industry to design, install, and maintain these projects. 

It’s important to note that there is no one ecoroof professional. The industry is an amalgamation of several skills and trades. So, the benefits of a flourishing ecoroof industry in Portland would extend far and wide.   

Sophisticated 
Beyond pioneering 
Competitive marketplace – prices coming down
At least 3 business partnerships now offer the full package from design  installation 

Robust
Over 100 local or regional companies/firms on the Ecoroof Resource List – 1100 hits in the last year

Dynamic
Green Roof Industry Think-tank
The community-based forum - third leg of the stool to connect the efforts of public and private sectors, address challenges
At this time working with local industrial company to design a pilot habitat green roof project



Industry 
Professionals 

Research

City of Portland

Homeowners 
Biz Owners 
Developers

Reaching our targets requires
 collaboration and partnerships 
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Why is this so important? 

Reaching our ecoroof targets will require sustained collaboration and partnerships 
Our program works with both property owners / developers to increase demand; and industry/profs/research to build technical capacity 
What we’re starting to see is significant progress in the relationship between these groups, indicated by the green arrow. Notice it does not point to the City of Portland.  
THIS IS A GOOD THING. For now, we still need to be play an active role, but as this trend continues we can adapt our role.








Are we moving towards a tipping point?

Asa

 

Flats and Lofts –

 

NW 13th

 

and Marshall
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By tipping point, we mean that the signs indicate that the awareness of and interest in ecoroofs is growing, and that implementation-wise the industry seems poised to take some leaps forward. 

In the following slides, we’ll share with you some of the signs we think indicate a tipping point. 
 





Ecoroofs are getting built

•
 

Portland has a total of 273 ecoroofs totaling nearly 13 acres
•

 
125 projects have received the incentive for 8.3 acres
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More and more ecoroofs are getting built
As of March 2011: Portland has a total of 273 projects for nearly 13 acres
Since 2008: nearly 125 incentive projects awarded for an additional 8.3 acres
With $1.2M of ecoroof incentive funding, these projects have leveraged an additional $3M in construction

This is significant: it shows the approach is working. The incentive funds have been awarded and demand is growing
All of this during a recession/economic downturn!




University of Portland Shiley

 

Hall

Ecoroofs are getting built: Examples

International Harvester Bldg -

 

CEIDLeftbank

 

Annex

Private Residence, SW Portland



Ecoroofs are becoming 
more conventional

• Residential, Commercial, 
Institutional, Industrial –
anywhere there’s a roof!

• More conventional use shows 
greater confidence in the 
technology and awareness of 
their value

• In the long run, this could help 
costs come down as simpler, 
more practical approaches are 
developed

Private Residence, SW Portland

Harpoon House, SE Portland
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We’re seeing ecoroofs used in more conventional ways
commercial, industrial, institutional, residential….Churches, homes, schools, sheds, batting cages. Any where there’s a roof!
This is significant because it shows confidence in the technology and greater awareness of the project’s value
It also indicates that costs to the building owner may come down as simpler, more practical approaches are developed




Ecoroofs are being used 
for multiple purposes

• Solar / Ecoroof integration 

• Habitat and Biodiversity 

• Rooftop Agriculture 

• Energy Conservation 

•
 

Significant because it expands 
how we can use ecoroofs to solve 
urban challenges

M Financial, NW Portland 

Portland State University
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There is greater comfort with ecoroof technology that it’s being incorporated into new/other applications
Solar/Ecoroof integration
habitat and biodiversity
Energy conservation
This is significant because it can expand how we use ecoroofs to help solve urban problems. 




The ecoroof industry
is growing

• Practicing and aspiring 
professionals are responding   
to opportunities

• Ecoroof Resource List has    
grown 30% since May 2009  
(20+ companies and firms)

• Networks are getting 
tighter: Greenroof Info 
Thinktank

 
grows from 4 to 

240 members since 2009
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The industry is growing
Practicing and aspiring professionals are responding to opportunities
Ecoroof Resource List grows 30% (20 companies) since May 2009
Networks are getting tighter - Greenroof Info Thinktank Members – 4 to 240 members since 2009

This is significant because it indicates a more resilient and skilled work force. Better projects, efficiency and effectiveness



Portland is getting 
recognition
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Portland is getting Recognition
Constantly getting local praise, but the green roof world is another platform – and international
No other city has an ecoroof month
Nationally recognized experts, event coverage

Policy Development Impacts
Copenhagen cites C/B evaluation in greenroof mandate 
Honolulu cites FAR bonus language

This is significant because it does good things for our profile as a sustainable city. This could draw in more companies and firms, connect Portland to the greater international green roof community, and expand the market for local and regional companies in this business. The pacific northwest ecoroof industry. 



Many projects on the way…

Pearl Family Housing –

 

The Ramona OHSU

• Over 7 new acres in design or construction

• Largest continuous ecoroof in Portland –
 

Over 31,000 ft²

• Large, visible, beautiful projects in the CEID



•
 

We need continued City commitment with the 
green building policy

•
 

We need to recognize ecoroofs provide multiple 
benefits and may be the best solution for certain 
urban development challenges

Looking Forward
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SO HOW CAN WE KEEP THIS MOMENTUM AND HOW CAN WE KEEP MOVING FORWARD? AND WHAT CAN COUNCIL DO TO HELP?
Green Building Policy
Ecoroofs are required through the Green Building Policy
We need to take advantage of all opportunities to demonstrate leadership
BES is available to provide technical assistance and collaboration 

Best Solution
Let’s look at where the greatest impacts from development occur
Let’s make a greater effort at considering ecoroofs as a solution



Looking Forward
•

 
We need to encourage ecoroofs for energy 
conservation and climate change 

•
 

We need to encourage ecoroofs to enhance 
habitat, biodiversity, and agriculture

•
 

We need to evaluate the continuation of an 
incentive beyond 2013
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Energy and climate change - recent
In fact, recent preliminary data from PSU suggests that ecoroofs are the best roof option for mitigating the urban heat island effect. 

Habitat, biodiversity, agriculture 
Imagine our rooftops contributing to the habitat needs and agriculture

Incentive
we know it’s working – is it enough to have a long term behavior on how we develop



We want to thank 
City Council for your leadership. 

March: Ecoroof Month!
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We want to thank city council for your leadership and forward thinking in promoting ecoroofs. 

It’s uncertain if the ecoroof industry would be at this point without the investment provided by City Council

The benefits from these investments are not just on our rooftops; they are realize in our watersheds and rivers, our economy, and our community. 

And we want to thank you for recognizing March as Ecoroof Month

To commemorate: 
Project tours
Presentations 
And the big event on March 18th…




Friday, March 18th, 2011

10am-6pm

Oregon Convention Center –
 

Exhibit Hall B

www.portlandonline.com/bes/ecoroofpdx
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Free and open to the public
Vendors
Live installation
Wolfgang Ansel
Paul Kephart

http://www.portlandonline.com/bes/ecoroofpdx


1200 Building –

 

1200 SW 12th

 

Ave.
Shawn Sullivan

Architect, Sullivan Architecture LLC



SE 13th

 

and Bidwell
Todd Liebow

Property Manager



PGE –

 

Central Eastside Industrial District
Deane Funk, PGE
Project Manager
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